Introduction
The application of radiation such as in nuclear and radiation physics, industry, medicine, the environment, hydrology, power production, dosimetry, biology and agriculture is increasing rapidly and growing day by day. Nuclear and radiological accidents have created apprehension in the public regarding nuclear energy. It is vital to know how well residential and non-residential buildings are resistant to or safe against radiation. The radiation safety of buildings is estimated by the shielding properties such as mass attenuation coefficients, energy absorption coefficients and the half-value layer. The most probable radiation in the normal operation of a facility as well as accidents are polyenergetic gamma radiation which is emitted by various radionuclides (Shlein, 1984; Sich, 1995) .
Presently, various new nuclear power plant projects are being proposed in the country; Punjab state is one of them. A small population is allowed to live in the emergency planning zone (up to 30 km) around a nuclear power plant. The houses and buildings in which people live are constructed with bricks made of raw materials such as soil and environmentally-friendly fly ash. Various studies have been conducted on gamma interaction with soils and fly ash Chaudhari and Dayanand, 2012) . Soil can be used as radiation shielding, as has been reported earlier Miller et al., 2009) .
The intensity of a gamma-ray beam through a medium follows the LambertBeer law under three conditions, which are: (i) monochromatic rays; (ii) thin absorbing material, and (iii) narrow beam geometry. In cases where any of the conditions are not met, this law is no longer applicable. The law can be applicable by using a correction factor, called a "build-up factor". The build-up is defined as the ratio of the total value of a specified radiation quantity at any point to the contribution to that value from radiation reaching the point without having undergone a collision. Build-up factors have been computed by various codes such as PALLAS (Takeuchi and Tanaka, 1984) , ADJMON-I (Simmons, 1973; Chilton et al., 1980) , ASFIT (Gopinath and Samthanam, 1971 ) and EGS4 (Nelson et al., 1985) . These codes use an accurate algorithm for the Klein-Nishina cross-section which eliminates other sources of error.
The compilation of build-up factors by various codes was reported in ANSI/ANS-6.4.3-1991 by the American Nuclear Society (ANSI/ ANS-6.4.3, 1991) . The data in the report covers the energy range 0.015-15 MeV up to a penetration depth of 40 mean free path (mfp). The build-up factors in the ANS-6.4.3 are for 23 elements of the atomic numbers Z = 4 to 92. The build-up factors of ANS-6.4.3 can also be calculated by invariant embedding (Shimizu, 2002; Shimizu et al., 2004) . Harima et al. (1986) developed a fitting formula, called Geometrical Progression (GP), which gave build-up factors in good agreement with the ANS-6.4.3. The GP fitting is more accurate than three-exponential fit in the water medium. The GP fitting formula is known to be accurate within the estimated uncertainty (< 5%), and Harima carried out an extensive historical review and reported the current gamma photon build-up factors and applications (Harima, 1993) . Various researchers have investigated gamma-ray build-up factors in different materials fly-ash, concretes (Brar et al., 1994; Singh et al., 2010; Badiger, 2012a, 2012b) , solvents (Parjit et al., 2008) , polymers (Tejbir et al., 2010; , human tissues , soils & ceramic (Sandeep and Gurdeep, 2012; Jasbir et al., 2012; Tejbir et al., 2013) , and fly ash (Sukhpal et al., 2010) , which showed that GP fitting is a very useful method for estimation of exposure and energy absorption build-up factors.
EXPOSURE BUILD-UP FACTORS OF BRICK MATERIALS IN PUNJAB
Recently, radiation shielding by building materials has been reported for concretes and other building materials (Yilmaz et al., 2011) .
In view of the radiation safety of the people living inside the houses or buildings near a power plant, the exposure build-up factors (EBF) of the raw materials of the bricks in the state of Punjab were calculated. In the present work, we calculated the EBFs of the raw materials of bricks in the state of Punjab by GP fitting in the photon energy range 0.015-15 MeV up to 40 mfp. The EBFs of the raw materials of bricks are also compared with those of bricks of red mud (BOM) and common brick (COM) materials. It should be noted that this study is useful for selection of raw materials for preparation of bricks to protect against radiation, emergency preparedness and estimation of the dose during any nuclear accident.
Computation method
The elemental compositions of the raw materials for making bricks are taken from Kulwinder et al. (2013) , and given in Table I . These raw materials are common in use in the construction of building materials. The soil samples were collected from various districts which cover the entire state of Punjab. Two fly ash samples were also collected from Guru Nanak thermal power plant and Guru Hargobind thermal power plant for study and comparison of the build-up factors. The elemental compositions of some materials (Nipe clay, lime, gypsum and cement) used were taken from the published literature (Singh and Mudahar, 1992; Singh et al., 2004) . The raw materials required for manufacturing common bricks are clay, silt and sand as per IS 2117. The common bricks investigated are made from a mixture of soil (70%), Nipe clay (20%) and Ordinary Portland Cement (10%).
The EBF and the GP fitting parameters are calculated by the method of interpolation from the equivalent atomic number (Z eq ). The computational work of these parameters is done in three steps: 1. calculation of the equivalent atomic number, Z eq ; 2. calculation of GP fitting parameters; 3. calculation of build-up factors. Z eq is a parameter which describes the material properties in terms of equivalent elements similar to the atomic number for a single element. Since interaction processes of gamma photons with matter, photo-electric absorption, Compton scattering and pair production are energy-dependent, therefore the Z eq for each interaction varies according to the photon energy. However, the build-up of photons in the medium is mainly due to multiple scattering events by Compton scattering, so that Z eq is derived from the Compton scattering interaction process.
The Z eq for brick materials is estimated by the ratio of (µ/ρ) Compton / (µ/ρ) Total , at a specific energy with the corresponding of an element at the same energy. Thus, first the Compton partial mass attenuation coefficient, (µ/ρ) Compton , and the total mass attenuation coefficients, (µ/ρ) Total , are obtained for the elements Z = 4 to 40 for the brick materials in the energy region 0.0015 to 15 MeV using WinXCom (Gelward et al., 2001; Gelward et al., 2004) .
The interpolation of Z eq is employed by the formula (Harima, 1983; Maron, 2007) : (1) where Z 1 and Z 2 are the atomic numbers of the elements corresponding to the ratios R 1 and R 2 , respectively. R is the ratio (µ/ρ) Compton / (µ/ρ) Total at specific energy and the ratio (µ/ρ) Compton / (µ/ρ) Total for Z eq lies between two successive ratios of the elements.
The GP fitting parameters are calculated in a similar fashion to the interpolation procedure for the equivalent atomic number. The GP fitting parameters for the 
elements were taken from the ANS-6.4.3 standard reference database which provides the GP fitting parameters for twenty-three elements (Z = 4 to 92) in the energy region 0.015 to 15 MeV up to 40 mfp penetration depth. The GP fitting parameters for the soils and fly ash were interpolated using a similar formula: (2) where C 1 and C 2 are the values of the GP fitting parameters corresponding to the atomic numbers of Z 1 and Z 2 , respectively, at a given energy. The GP fitting parameters of the selected materials are given in Tables II to VII. 
The third and final step is build-up factor estimation by the GP fitting parameters (b, c, a, X k and d) in the photon energy range of 0.015-15 MeV up to 40 mfp by equations (Harima et al., 1986) as:
for (3) for (4) 
for the penetration depth (X) ≤ 40 mfp, where X is the source-detector distance for the medium in terms of mfp, b is the value of the exposure build-up factor at 1 mfp, K (E, X) is the dose multiplicative factor, and b, c, a, X K and d are computed GP fitting parameters which depend on the attenuating medium and source energy.
The calculation technique adopted here is valid for a homogeneous medium. Therefore, we considered a homogeneous brick free from cavities to simplify the study. A building or house wall is a heterogeneous medium as it is made of bricks and mortar to seal the bricks. The percentage of mortar content is significantly smaller compared with bricks in the construction of a wall. A typical wall of brick contains 15-20% mortar. The density and equivalent atomic number of the mortar used for construction of a wall is of the same order as or higher than the bricks, as mortar is generally prepared with cement, lime, sand and clay. This heterogeneity of the wall may not much affect the transmitted gamma radiation from the wall. Therefore, for simplicity, we considered a homogeneous wall made of bricks, with the mortar excluded in the present study. 
Results and discussion
The photon energy dependency of the EBF of the selected brick materials is shown in Figure 1 at various penetration depths (0.5, 5, 10, 20, 30 and 40 mfp). Variation in the EBF with penetration depth is shown in Figure 2 for soil-AR, FAGHTP-LM, BOM and COB; a similar dependency is observed for the others. The chemical compositions of the raw materials were investigated and are shown for penetration depths of 5 and 40 mfp. The variation in the EBF with photon energy, penetration depth and chemical composition is explained in detail in the next sections. 
Photon energy dependency of the EBF
The variation in the EBF values of the soils, fly ashes, BOM and COB with photon energy is shown in Figure 1 . It is to be noted that the EBF values of the soils, fly ashes, BOM and COB are minimum in low-energy photon and high-energy photon sources, whereas they are higher in the intermediate-energy region. The build-up factor in low-energy photon sources is low because the photons are completely absorbed by photo-electric absorption; it gradually increases with the photon energy due to multiple scattering by Compton scattering in the intermediateenergy region and finally reduces again in the high-energy region due to pair production. The energy, E max , is 0.3 MeV at which the EBF values are maximum for all soils, BOM and COB, whereas it is 0.2 MeV for fly ashes. The analysis shows that the lowest EBF of brick materials should be considered for radiation shielding. The gamma-ray build-up factors are lowest for 0.5 mfp and highest for 40 mfp, which is due to multiple scattering events for 40 mfp. The EBFs of the soil and fly ash were found to be higher than ordinary concretes (Singh and Badiger, 2012a) . It was found that the gamma-ray EBF of COB is the lowest among the selected materials, whereas BOM is comparable with soil of different locations in Punjab.
Penetration depth dependency of the EBF
The variation in the EBFs of the selected soil, fly ash, BOM and COB with penetration depth at the photon energies 0.015, 1.5, 5 and 15 MeV are shown in Figure 2 . It is observed that the EBF values increase with the penetration depth initially and afterward saturate. The EBFs for soils are found to be lower than those of fly ashes at the photon energy 0.15 MeV. It can be seen that the EBF values of the raw materials of brick at 0.15 MeV and 1.5 MeV are higher than the others, whereas they decrease with an increase in the penetration depth as the Z eq increases. It can be seen that the EBF values increase with an increase in Z eq at 15 MeV as the penetration depth increases. The reason may be that beyond 3 MeV, the pair production is dominant on the Compton scattering and produces electronpositron pairs. These pair particles may escape from the medium of lower penetration depths and scatter at higher penetration depths as well as originating the secondary gamma photons (each of 511 keV) by annihilation to increase the gamma photon intensities.
Chemical composition dependency of the EBF
The EBFs are dependent on the atomic number of elements, hence the EBF values of the brick materials may be dependent on the chemical composition (Singh and Badiger, 2012a) . The chemical element composition dependency of the EBF is analyzed for the photon energy at constant penetration depths, as shown in Figure 3 . It is observed that the EBF values are low at low as well as high photon energies, whereas they are maximum in the intermediate-energy region. The reason for the peaked EBF values is that photo-electric absorption and pair production are the dominant interaction processes in low-and high-energy photons, respectively, which completely remove the photons. The intermediateenergy photons take over Compton scattering, where the photons undergo multiple scattering events to build up the exposure.
The raw materials of bricks, having a large weight fraction of low-Z elements, show high EBF values due to less removal of the photons. The fly ash (low Z eq ) has a higher EBF compared with soil (higher Z eq ) for the entire energy region 0.015 to 15 MeV at low penetration depths. The EBF of fly ash shows reverse behavior at 3 MeV at high penetration depths. It may be due to the dominance of pair production above 1.22 MeV which increases with an increase in photon energy, resulting in production of an electron and positron. The positron annihilates at zero kinetic energy and produces two new photons of energy 0.511 MeV which build up in the medium. The pair production is dependent on Z 2 , signifying that the soils should have high photon intensities of energy 0.511 MeV. The EBF for soils is found to be high at the higher penetration depths due to the fact that multiple scattering is possible, whereas the positron may escape if the penetration depth is low (thickness of the medium).
Uncertainties
Uncertainties in the EBF estimation by GP fitting are one of the important aspects for suitability of the data. The build-up factors by ANS/ ANSI-6.4.3 (1991) and GP fitting formulae for the EBF of water have been compared for ANS/ ANSI-6.4.3 (1991) , GP fitting and the MCNP5 photon energy range 0.015-15 MeV up to 40 mfp (Singh and Badiger, 2012a) . The absolute values of maximum deviation in the EBF for water in GP fitting are within 0.5-3%, which is a lot lower compared with Berger and Taylor (Harima et al., 1986) . It is found that the calculation of the build-up factor database by the present work and ANSI/ANS-6.4.3 (1991) agrees for air and water within a few percent of uncertainty. This microscopic uncertainty gives confidence in our results for estimation of the EBF for raw materials of bricks (soils and fly-ashes).
Conclusions
The gamma-ray build-up factors of raw materials (soils and fly ashes) were calculated by using geometrical progression formulae in the energy range of 0.015-15 MeV up to a penetration depth of 40 mean free paths. The analysis was done for a homogeneous brick free from cavities, and mortar was excluded for the consideration of a wall due to its insignificant contribution. The results show that build-up factors are highest in the medium-energy range, while they are minimum at low and high photon energies. The maximum build-up factors exist for soils at 0.3 MeV and at 0.2 MeV for fly ashes. The results show that for a fixed penetration depth the values of the exposure build-up factor are very high in the mediumenergy range and are low in the low-and high-energy regions. This study should be applicable for emergency preparedness planning and emergency dose estimation for future planned nuclear power plants in the state of Punjab.
